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Presenting detailed, evidence-based coverage of the most frequently encountered therapeutic
agents in modern scientific practice, this reference is designed to help you safely and effectively
incorporate herbal, nutrient, and medication therapy for your sufferers or clients. Combining
pharmaceuticals with herbs or health supplements may complement or hinder a drug’s
therapeutic actions or may increase adverse effects. Additionally, drug-induced depletion of
nutrients can occur. Comprehensive clinical data, quick-reference features, and the insight and
knowledge of trusted authorities help you gain a confident understanding of how herbal
treatments and nutritional supplements interact with pharmaceuticals and develop secure,
individualized treatment strategies for your patients.References included on the bound-in CD
provide high-quality, evidence-based support.Up-to-date info keeps you current with the most
recent developments in pharmacology, nutrition, phytotherapy, biochemistry, genomics,
oncology, hematology, naturopathic medicine, Chinese medicine, and other fields.A lot more than
60 comprehensive monographs of herb-medication and nutrient-drug interactions cover the most
commonly used herbs and nutrients in health-related practice and help you coordinate safe and
sound, reliable therapy.A diverse group of authoritative experts lends valuable, trans-disciplinary
insight.Each herb and nutrient monograph features summary tables and concise, practical
suggestions that provide quick and easy reference and complement the systematic review and in-
depth analysis.Unique icons throughout the text differentiate interactions, evidence, and clinical
significance.
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Almost perfect, one prevent reference text I found this book after borrowing the complete subject
collection from the med college and going over it carefully.. I.e. it provides an extremely detailed
summary about everything on each access from Supplement D to Magnesium to Hawthorne
including study, dosage, lab analysis, indications etc etc etc etc.It's an enormous book, 1000
pages, 2 column terms and conditions, no fillers, just hardcore information right away to the
finish. I have not found any of the usual "party-range" biases which most of medical literature is
peppered with - just summary demonstration of tens of thousands of scientific papers this
quantity is based on.. There is no chapter on Iodine for example at all! An on-line forum providing
recent analysis and others news concerning drug-herb and drug-nutrient interactions, drug-
induced nutrient depletions and related issues can be found at [. And my wishlist of crucial, for
instance, minerals is quite long, so i'm somewhat disappointed on this point: manganese,
molybdenum, sodium, chloride, sodium, vanadium, sulphur and so forth. Readers will need to
search info on those elsewhere. And I could tell you it is not a simple task to discover something
of similar quality. Great reference for CAM and Herbalism learners. Good but will become
updated. I like it a lot. More than 20 feasible types of interactions are also evaluated, and lastly,
the strength of proof is rated. If indeed they appear in another volume, it's a 10/5 edition. unique
reference for every physicians this book should be in every doc's office. Editor, Medical
Herbalism Journal Since the later 1990s, when conventional medicine discovered the magnitude
of the general public usage of herbs and supplements, a number of books on herbal safety,
including drug-herb interactions, has appeared. it can be used to display the professionals and
cons to patients of their programs of actions.The authors offer 1-3 page monographs on 70
therapeutic agents, including 30 herbs, 12 vitamins, 9 minerals, 6 amino acids, and 13
neutraceuticals. Herb, Nuttrient, and Drug interactions;] This content of the text will soon also be
available through online membership. A board of 18 interdisciplinary reviewers, the great
majority of them clinicians, provides further depth of useful and scholarly experience. Some are
available through [.EASILY can get a disk that will work in Windows 7 then I think my rating for
this reserve could increase to 4 or even 5 stars Overly technical Tons of information but so
densely and technically written I can't understand a dang thing.My only reservation about this is
that it is not complete in terms of substances covered. The info that is supplied is clearly written
and concise, easy to understand, many helpful references. Waste of Cash and Paper This book
says it is about "herbs, nutrients and drug interactions" but it has about 30 herbs and the others
supplements. The authors are skilled practitioners. If this weren't required for a class, I would
send it back. this information is important in a period when many patients have taken to
doctoring themselves with natural herbs and supplements. This body of literature offers been
seriously flawed. Treasure is definitely a specialist herbalist, and McKee is a physician board
authorized in integrative medicine and also certified in clinical nourishment. Several texts written
by choice practitioners or herbalists either completely avoided the topic of drug-herb
interactions, or tended to understate protection issues. The potential interactions are evaluated
for probability on a six point scale ranging from specific to improbable, to unknown.Herb,
Nutrient, and Medication Interactions corrects each of these problems, and may be the first
complete text about them, its predecessors being fake begins or partial contributions in the field.
Most herbalists don't use supplements. Stargrove is a licensed naturopathic physician and
acupuncturist; Most of the authors were not themselves clinicians familiar with the traditional or
modern literature on the brokers being discussed and were equally not really acquainted with
their actual clinical or commercial use of the items. first impressions This book comes with an
accompanying disk that ought to enable extensive computer searches and in so doing maximise



the value of the info in the book. it will inform the docs themselves with regard to the efficacy of
these chemicals and help them within their use. The monographs are extensive, & most are
accompanies by summaries, therefore the book may be used for in-depth research or for quick
reference.The monographs first review the scientific and historical use of the item and its own
potential benefit and safety profile. Then they review the potential interactions, and here is where
in fact the authors present their particular contribution in the field. And ultimately, all these
books failed to comprehensively evaluate the evidence for interactions or accurately distinguish
between purely theoretical issues and those based on clinical evidence. I find that it can be great
for a couple more years but as the pharmaceutical sector keeps introducing fresh formulas and
discontinuing products, the book will need improvements. Clinical Implications and Therapeutic
Strategies As a Pro. the most thorough and clinically-oriented book on drug-herb and drug-
nutrient interactions In addition to the testimonials here on Amazon, a dozen more have
appeared in professional journals and health publications.Unfortunately the disk fails in my
Windows 7 computer. This is the most comprehensive, the most authoritatively and exhaustively
created text not only on substance interaction but also on the actual substances themselves..] .
An enormous omission!.. a terrific reference well arranged. for instance, i had no idea that
vitamin C helped in the usage of sinemet and i don't recall any doc or publication ever mentioning
that.This is the best standard reference on drug-herb interactions, useful for clinicians if they
practice in herbalism, complementary medicine, or conventional medicine.. thank you
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